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Australia at a glance

•

According to the latest data from the industry association, the
Australian Equipment Lessors’ Association (AELA), total new
business volumes (NBV) for equipment finance in Australia fell
back in 2013, declining 6.4% to A$40.9bn (US$39.7bn). General
equipment finance volumes dropped 6.1%, while fleet leasing fell
by 9.3%.

•

An important and growing component of the Australian equipment
finance market is chattel mortgages. This unique type of finance
now accounts for around three-quarters of the total for general
equipment finance compared with a little over 50% in 2011.

•

Although total NBV declined 3.6% in the year to June 2014, there
are signs of improvement: the June quarter of 2014 was the first
quarterly gain over the previous year since September 2012.

•

Demand for Australia’s commodities continues to be slack, leading
to a further decline in the important mining equipment sector.
China’s growth has weakened, and the sector looks likely to
struggle in the near term; however, there will be growing demand
from other expanding Asian economies, and the weakening
Australian dollar will help in the longer run.

•

In the auto fleet sector, data from the Australian Fleet Lessors
Association (AFLA) show a slight drop in the 12 months to July
2014, although the fleet managed segment showed a 2% rise in
the number of units.

•

Over the last 12 months, the Australian economy has faltered
slightly, with GDP growth sticking mostly below 1% while
unemployment has moved above 6%.
5
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This Asset Finance International country survey aims to provide a
balanced assessment of the equipment and auto finance and leasing
market in Australia. Key areas covered and principal findings include:

•

Previously, the natural resources boom had helped strengthen
the A$, which had adversely affected manufacturing and other
sectors. Now, the currency has weakened, to the benefit of nonmining sectors, and the Reserve Bank of Australia has signalled
its intention to maintain this trend, keeping interest rates low and
inflation at acceptable levels.

•

Lower levels of investment, particularly in the mining sector, have
led forecasters to trim their projections for growth, although the
longer-term outlook is for the economy to benefit from closer ties
with Asian economies.

•

Australia has a positive regulatory environment for doing business,
being ahead of the regional average in most topics.

•

In terms of competitiveness, Australia continues to slip slowly
compared to other global economies, although it ranks highly
for financial market development and the soundness of the
banking sector. Bureaucratic red tape and concerns about labour
regulation continue to weigh against it.

•

Various asset finance industry experts have provided their own
perspectives on the state of the market and its outlook.Opinions
were given on a wide range of topics, including the sectors with
best prospects for growth, and the situation regarding commodities
and slowing demand from China.

•

Other subjects for discussion included opportunities for new
lessors, both domestic and foreign-owned in the market and
whether conditions currently favour captive lessors over
independents.

•

The survey concludes with three specially commissioned articles.
The first provides an update on the evolution of accounting for
leases, what the situation is regarding the ongoing leases project,
what will be the implications and considerations, and what lessors
should be doing to prepare for the changes.

•

The second article assesses the legal aspects of equipment
leasing in Australia, looking in particular at the effects of the
Personal Property Securities Act, PPS leases and the adoption of
the Cape Town Convention.

•

The final special article covers tax considerations typically raised
by equipment and auto leases in Australia, with particular reference
to novel conditions such as novated leases, cross-border leasing
and stamp duty.

6
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The Australian asset finance and leasing market
Asset finance is involved in around 40% of equipment capital
expenditure in Australia, making the industry an integral component in
the Australian economy. There are three basic product groups: leasing
(finance and operating), hire purchase, and chattel mortgage.
The leasing market took off in the 1950s and early 1960s and is now
a mature market with products provided by all types of financial
institution. It is dominated by domestic banks, but includes international
banks, captive finance companies, specialist finance companies, fleet
lessors and rental companies.
The Australian Equipment Lessors’ Association (AELA) was founded
in 1986 and is the national association for the equipment leasing and
financing industry. AELA member companies represent more than
90% of equipment finance activity in Australia, and comprise banks,
finance companies, merchant banks, general financiers, equipment
vendor lessors and lease packagers. Associate members include
other industry associations and legal and accounting firms, and support
system suppliers with an interest in lease and equipment finance
products. Since its inception, AELA’s role has expanded to include hire
purchase and chattel mortgages, products that are prominent in the
Australian equipment finance market.
The Australian Fleet Lessors Association (AFLA) is the industry body
representing the interests of fleet lessors and managers. Its members
include Australia’s major fleet leasing and management companies.
AFLA members have a total portfolio of around 550,000 vehicles
under lease or management.
The industry statistics that follow in this section are taken from data
provided by AELA, augmented where relevant by statistics for the
fleet leasing industry, supplied by AFLA. As data is not available from
all AELA members, figures have been adjusted by the association to
provide what can be considered a reliable overview of the financing of
capital equipment in Australia.
[Note: The average exchange rate of the Australian dollar to the US
dollar in 2013 was A$1 = US$0.97 (down from US$1.04 in 2012); during
2014 the A$ has continued to weaken, averaging A$1.00 = US$0.91 in
H1, and most recently running below US$0.90.]

Chattel mortgages form a large and growing component of the
Australian equipment finance market, accounting currently for threequarters of the total for general equipment finance compared with a
little over 50% in 2011, as can be seen in the data below.
It is important to note that this form of finance does not relate to real
estate. A typical chattel mortgage occurs in a situation where the
lender does not want responsibility for ownership of the asset. In this
case, a purchaser borrows funds for the purchase of a movable asset
(in Australia this usually includes cars, commercial vehicles and plant &
machinery) from the lender, and the lender then secures the loan with
a mortgage over the chattel (the asset). Legal ownership of the asset
passes to the purchaser at the time of purchase (unlike hire purchase,
where it passes at the end of the agreement), and the mortgage is
removed once the loan has been repaid.
7
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Asset finance products
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Another financial product popular in Australia is novated leases, which
are offered by vehicle lessors as part of a salary package rather
than fleet management. It takes the form of a three-way agreement
(novation) between an employer, an employee and a lessor, whereby
the employee leases a vehicle from the lessor and the employer takes
on the lessee’s obligations, making the payments and deducting the
costs from the employee’s pre-tax income, and in return the employee
sacrifices a portion of salary to cover the lease rental. A novated lease
can be structured as either a finance or operating lease.
Equipment finance volumes
After showing welcome growth in 2012, total new business volumes
(NBV) for equipment finance in Australia fell back in 2013, declining
6.4% to A$40.9bn (US$39.7bn). General equipment finance dropped
6.1% to A$37.0bn (US$35.9bn), pretty much wiping out the gain made
in 2012, while fleet leasing continued to decline, by 9.3% to A$3.9bn
(US$3.8bn). Total receivables at end-December 2013 amounted to
A$93.1bn (US$90.3bn), although receivables for fleet leasing rose by
2.2% year-on-year.

Equipment finance industry aggregates
NBV (A$bn)
General equipment finance
Fleet leasing
Total equipment finance

2011

2012

2013

36.7

39.4

37.0

4.6

4.3

3.9

41.3

43.7

40.9

Receivables (A$bn)
General equipment finance
Fleet leasing
Total equipment finance

2011

2012

2013

83.5

84.5

83.7

8.9

9.2

9.4

92.4

93.6

93.1

Source: AELA

The main trend here is in chattel mortgage gaining market share,
primarily at the expense of HP. This is due to a change in its Goods
and Services Tax treatment (GST is a broad-based tax of 10% on the
sale of most goods and services in Australia) in July 2012, after which
it became fully taxable for GST purposes. The GST treatment of HP
became rather more complicated, compared with the very simple
treatment of chattel mortgage, thereby encouraging a move away from
HP to chattel mortgage.

8
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In the general equipment finance sector, leasing accounted for 17%
of total NBV in 2013 (19% in 2012), of which slightly over one-third of
leasing is from operating leases, increasing share marginally over
2012, while finance leases provided the remainder. Other financing
products were hire purchase (9%, down from 19% in 2012) and the
previously described chattel mortgage (rising to 74% from 62% a year
earlier).
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Chattel mortgage plays no part in fleet finance, where leasing makes
up 90% of NBV. Here, the bulk is operating leases, but finance leases
account for a third of the total, augmented by novated leases, which
are mostly finance leases rather than operating leases.

NBV by product type, 2013
General equipment
finance

Fleet
leasing

Total equipment
finance

NBV (A$bn)

%

NBV (A$bn)

%

NBV (A$bn)

%

Finance lease

4.0

11

1.3

33

5.3

13

Operating lease

2.3

6

2.2

57

4.5

11

Total lease

6.3

17

3.5

90

9.8

24

Hire purchase

3.4

9

0.4

10

3.8

9

Chattel mortgage

27.3

74

0

0

27.3

67

TOTAL

37.0

100

3.9

100

40.9

100

Note: Totals may not add, due to rounding
Source: AELA

Market trends in 2014
AELA and AFLA NBV data are normally based on years ending in June.
The following charts use data from AELA members Alleasing, ANZ/
Esanda, BoQ, Bendigo and Adelaide, BMW, Canon, Capital, Caterpillar,
CNH, CBA, DLL, GE Equipment Finance, Komatsu, Lanier, Macquarie
Leasing, NAB, Ricoh, Service, SocGen (to Dec 2013), Suncorp, Toyota,
and Westpac (including St George), with some additional AELA
estimates.
The first table highlights the trend of new business away from HP and
into chattel mortgage. But it also shows that, despite the fall in NBV
over recent years – falling by a further 3.6% to June 2014 − the total for
the year to June 2014 remains over 10% up on the year to June 2011.
Moreover, the total for the June quarter of 2014 indicates an upward
turn that is illustrated in the bar chart beneath – this is the first quarterly
improvement over the previous year since the September quarter of
2012.

9
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AELA director John Bills told Asset Finance International, “There is
an improved trend in the middle months of this year,” although it’s not
strong enough and too early to extrapolate into anything longer term.
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NBV by finance method per quarter (A$m)
Finance
Lease

Operating
Lease

Hire
Purchase

Chattel
Mtge/Other

Total

Year to June '11
% of Total

3,982
13.8%

1,903
6.6%

7,999
27.6%

15,062
52.0%

28,946
100.0%

Sept Qtr

1,030

618

2,362

4,320

8,330

Dec Qtr

996

673

2,514

4,583

8,766

2012 Mar Qtr

962

492

2,143

4,040

7,637

June Qtr

1,182

676

2,344

5,235

9,437

Year to June '12
% of Total

4,170
12.2%

2,459
7.2%

9,363
27.4%

18,178
53.2%

34,170
100.0%

Sept Qtr

1,092

510

1,095

5,952

8,649

Dec Qtr

1,016

492

917

6,085

8,510

2013 Mar Qtr

865

454

706

5,404

7,429

June Qtr

1,068

470

838

6,303

8,679

Year to June '13
% of Total

4,041
12.1%

1,926
5.8%

3,556
10.7%

23,744
71.4%

33,267
100.0%

Sept Qtr

706

475

721

5,782

7,684

Dec Qtr

866

592

696

6,254

8,408

2013 Mar Qtr

798

445

548

5,334

7,125

June Qtr

955

521

670

6,683

8,829

Year to June '14
% of Total

3,325
10.4%

2,033
6.3%

2,635
8.2%

24,053
75.1%

32,046
100.0%

Source: AELA

General equipment finance NBV by quarter (A$bn)
10
9
8
7

2009–10
2010–11
2011–12
2012–13
2013–14

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sep Qtr

Dec Qtr

MarQtr

JunQtr

Source: AELA

The demand for mining equipment remains slack, partly owing to
a lot of equipment being in place and companies having no need
to replace yet. Much depends on global demand for commodities,
which has been led by China and which helped sustain the Australian
economy when other developed economies were suffering the effects
of recession, and the slowing Chinese economy has had a particular
impact – as has the recent strength of the Australian dollar.
The indications are that this sector will continue to struggle in the
near term, but there will inevitably be a revival in demand from other
expanding economies, especially Australia’s near neighbours in Asia,
and the weakening currency will help in the longer run.
10
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In terms of trends by sector, the most notable are that trucks continues
to grow its share of the market, strengthening its position as second
largest sector after cars & light commercial vehicles (LCVs), whereas
mining, earthmoving & construction equipment is still declining – from
16.5% in the year to June 2012 to just 12.6% in the year to June 2014.
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NBV by equipment type per quarter (A$m)
Cars/light
commercials

Trucks/
trailers/
buses

Aircraft

10,684
36.9%

4,251
14.7%

236
0.8%

Year to
June '11
% of Total

Other
transport Agricultural
equipment equipment
886
3.1%

EDP/office
machines

ManufacMining,
turing earthmoving,
equipment construction

1,672
5.8%

1,526
5.3%

1,058
3.7%

4,144
14.3%

Other

Total

4,489
15.5%

28,946
100.0%

Sept Qtr

2,828

1,378

179

311

535

366

292

1,282

1,159

8,330

Dec Qtr

2,880

1,379

115

328

566

366

319

1,526

1,287

8,766

2012 Mar Qtr

2,671

1,254

62

262

487

340

276

1,273

1,012

7,637

June Qtr

3,191

1,596

91

365

492

369

414

1,561

1,358

9,437

Year to
June '12
% of Total

11,570
33.9%

5,607
16.4%

447
1.3%

1,266
3.7%

2,080
6.1%

1,441
4.2%

1,301
3.8%

5,642
16.5%

4,816
14.1%

34,170
100.0%

Sept Qtr

3,044

1,476

98

336

451

304

350

1,331

1,259

8,649

Dec Qtr

3,019

1,501

59

294

561

313

293

1,183

1,287

8,510

2013 Mar Qtr

2,776

1,231

61

331

432

311

256

1,043

988

7,429

June Qtr

3,123

1,492

111

317

457

401

279

1,169

1,330

8,679

Year to
June '13
% of Total

11,962
36.0%

5,700
17.1%

329
1.0%

1,278
3.8%

1,901
5.7%

1,329
4.0%

1,178
3.5%

4,726
14.2%

4,864
14.6%

33,267
100.0%

Sept Qtr

2,765

1,361

49

312

496

276

272

934

1,219

7,684

Dec Qtr

2,916

1,512

185

302

504

289

305

1,128

1,267

8,408

2013 Mar Qtr

2,816

1,223

92

190

406

286

212

938

962

7,125

June Qtr

3,416

1,594

227

242

496

370

281

1,022

1,181

8,829

Year to
June '14
% of Total

11,913
37.2%

5,690
17.8%

553
1.7%

1,046
3.3%

1,902
5.9%

1,221
3.8%

1,070
3.3%

4,022
12.6%

4,629
14.4%

32,046
100.0%

Source: AELA

Fleet sector developments
In the auto fleet sector, monthly data supplied by AFLA up to July 2014
(from a consistent group of lessors comprising: Alphabet Fleet, Custom
Fleet, FleetCare, FleetPartners, FleetPlus, Interleasing, LeasePlan,
nlc, ORIX, QFleet, sgfleet, StateFleet, Summit Auto Lease, and Toyota
Fleet Management) shows that the total portfolio has declined slightly,
following steady growth in the previous 12-month period, although the
fleet managed segment showed a 2% rise in the number of units. The
market share by type of facility has remained stable compared to the
previous period, with more than half held by operating leases, followed
by novated leases with just over a fifth of the total.
NBVs have remained steady over the 12 months to July, but have
declined compared with the previous year, and are now consistently
below the A$1bn figure per quarter.
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The July 2013−July 2014 period also saw total net receivables in
the auto sector fall by 2% compared with the previous 12 months,
to A$9.2bn. The only type of facility where receivables grew was
operating leases – and that growth was less than 1%.
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Total vehicle portfolio by type of facility / number of units, year to end-July 2014

Source: ALFA

Table 5: New Business Volume During Period: $Million
NovatedOperating
Leases

Total
Novated
Leases

Hire
Purchase/
Chattel
Mortgage

Total

35

351

48

326

33

314

Finance
Leases

Operating
Leases

NovatedFinance
Leases

2013 July

24

202

87

3

August

26

190

56

6

Sept

35

193

48

5

SEPT 13
QTR

90
62
53

85

585

191

14

205

116

991

Oct

32

193

71

3

34

333

Nov

26

186

80

3

26

321

Dec

29

188

83

4

74
83
87

35

339

DEC 13
QTR

87

567

234

10

244

95

993

2014 Jan
Feb

17
22

131
159

69
89

4
9

22
47

243
326

Mar

27

343

MAR 14
QTR

33

173

101

9

73
98
110

72

463

259

22

281

96

912

April

21

163

97

7

29

317

May

23

160

121

6

27

337

June

28

157

118

6

104
127
124

32

341

72

480

336

19

355

88

995

(a)
(a)
(a)
Note:July
Some AFLA
estimates(a)
have been(a)made in completing
this table (a)

349

JUNE 14
QTR

N.B. Some AFLA estimates have been made in completing this table

Source:
(a) FurtherALFA
Member clarification is being sought in relation to this data

Table 6: Net Receivables at Month End: $Million

2013 July

Finance
Leases

Operating
Leases

NovatedFinance
Leases

NovatedOperating
Leases

Total
Novated
Leases

Hire
Purchase/
Chattel
Mortgage

TOTAL

1,089

5,742

1,721

62

1,783

813

9,427
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Fleet leasing NBV (A$m)
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Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) form the largest segment
in the fleet leasing market, with larger, cash-rich corporations –
especially mining and resources companies – tending to bulk
purchase rather than lease fleet vehicles.
As far as domestic car production is concerned, the death-knell was
sounded earlier in the year, when Toyota announced it would be
following Ford and Holden in ceasing local manufacture by the end of
2017. This will undoubtedly have repercussions on the market.

Economic overview
Since the last Asset Finance International survey in November 2013,
the Australian economy has faltered slightly, although the underlying
fundamentals are still relatively good. Prior to this, the economy had
shown enviable resilience to the global recession, maintaining a
record of continuous growth over more than 20 years and keeping its
coveted triple A investment grade rating.
However, in the last 12 months, GDP growth has wavered and
unemployment has stubbornly continued to increase. This is in part due
to the important mining sector, and investment in it, continuing to decline.
As a major player in the global economy, Australia has not been
immune to continuing fluctuations in the US, the eurozone and
emerging markets, but over the past year the financial system has
remained strong, and inflation has, on the whole, been kept under
control. There has been a consistent positive trend in Australian asset
markets and the main equity index, the S&P/ASX 200, has carried on
its long-term upward momentum. This has bolstered business and
investment confidence, although the National Australia Bank (NAB)
Monthly Business Survey for September showed confidence levels
easing over the last quarter.

Australian GDP growth and inflation rates
3.50%
3.00%
2.50%
2.00%

GDP

1.50%

Inflation

1.00%

0.00%

Q1
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
Q2 Q3
2012 2012 2012 2012 2013 2013 2013 2013 2014 2014 2014

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Unemployment rate
6.20%
6.10%
6.00%
5.90%
5.80%
5.70%
5.60%
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics

The Australian economy has undoubtedly benefited from the
astonishing growth in demand, particularly for natural resource
commodities, from China – it is the country’s biggest trade partner for
both exports and imports, accounting for more than a third of exports
– but recent cooling of China’s growth rate, and therefore demand, has
had an inevitable impact.
One positive outcome has been the weakening of the Australian dollar
– its recent strength on the back of the resources boom has affected
manufacturing and other non-mining sectors, but this is now easing
and the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) is intent on maintaining this
trend.
The RBA has stated it will keep interest rates at their current record low
for some time to come, in keeping with its projected ‘moderate’ growth
in the economy and an inflation target of 2−3% over the next two years.
At the monetary policy meeting at the beginning of October, it noted:
“Measures of business conditions and confidence had remained
around, or a little above, their long-run averages,” adding that “the
cost and availability of finance did not appear to have been restraining
business investment.”

And, despite the cooling Chinese economy, demand will not disappear,
and is set to grow in coming years from other expanding Asian
countries. One commodity these countries will continue to rely on is
coal for power generation, and the challenge now is to develop ‘clean’
coal.
In addition, these nations are seeking other sources of clean energy to
complement the preponderance of coal and oil. This could also benefit
Australia, where there is a boom in liquid natural gas (LNG), which
could herald a change to the energy landscape. Large amounts have
been invested in plant, with the country poised to become a leading
exporter. However, development and infrastructure costs are rising,
and Australia faces intense competition from the cheaper US market.
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Although the performance of the natural resources sector takes
the headlines, it is by no means the largest sector in the domestic
economy; Services represents about 70% of GDP and employs around
four out of five Australians.
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Economic outlook
Of the domestic banks, NAB has revised its economic forecast down
slightly following its September Monthly Business Survey, and now
expects 2.8% GDP growth in the financial year to June 2015, and 3.2%
in the next year.
Other forecasts are for similar levels. The latest projection from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) is for real GDP growth of 2.8% in
2014, but it anticipates no acceleration in 2015, with a forecast of 2.9%
(source: IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2014).
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) predicts real GDP growth will be
2.7% in 2015 and will average that rate through the rest of the decade.
It sees longer-term growth “supported by new export opportunities
flowing from bilateral free-trade deals and the country’s deepening
ties with Asian economies.” The EIU also observes that “Australia’s
population is expected to age more slowly than those of many other
OECD countries, owing to high net immigration and a likely bottoming
out of the decline in the fertility rate. The government is nevertheless
pursuing reforms to boost productivity and reduce demographic
pressures.”
In its last economic forecast summary (in May 2014), the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) predicts GDP
growth for Australia of 2.6% in 2014 (compared with 2.2% average for
OECD countries), rising to 2.9% in 2015 (OECD average: 2.8%). This
projected increase, the OECD states, will be because of “a general
pick-up in demand offsetting declining investment in the resource
sector,” to which it adds: “Some economic slack will remain and the
unemployment rate will not begin to edge down until the second half
of 2015. As a result, there will be little inflation pressure, although rapid
growth in house prices and mortgage lending requires continued close
attention.”
The OECD concludes: “Given near-term uncertainties in the
rebalancing of the economy away from investment in the natural
resource sector, heavy front loading of fiscal consolidation should be
avoided. Against the backdrop of the projected recovery, monetary
stimulus should start to be withdrawn in the first half of 2015.”
These projected growth rates may be softening, but they remain solidly
positive and beyond the current capabilities of eurozone nations.

In the just published survey Doing Business 2015, produced by the
World Bank (WB), Australia was ranked overall in 10th place out of a
total of 189 countries. The WB’s quantitative indicators concerning
regulation give a profile of the business environment and allow useful
comparison with other selected economies, as well as against the
‘regional average’ (in Australia’s case, OECD high income economies).
The nearer a country is to number one in the ranking, the more
conducive the regulatory environment is to operating a business.
Australia’s 10th position places it well ahead of the regional average
and, of comparator economies, behind only New Zealand, Hong Kong,
the US and the UK.

15
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Business climate
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Australia has ranked consistently well over the 10 years that the
WB has produced its Doing Business surveys, and has managed to
improve its position in most of the topics covered. In the 2015 survey,
Australia slipped slightly on the important topic ‘ease of starting a
business’, but that was only to seventh from fourth. The weakest topic
has consistently been that of protecting investors, which covers the
strength of regulation to protect minority shareholder interests. This is
one of only two topics in which the country lags behind the regional
average rating (the other topic being trading across borders, where
Australia’s physical remoteness plays a part).

How Australia ranks on Doing Business topics
Starting a business (7)
Resolving insolvency (14)

Dealing with construction permits (19)

Enforcing contracts (12)

Getting electricity (55)

Trading across borders (49)

Registering property (53)

Paying taxes (39)

Getting credit (4)
Protecting investors (71)

Note: Rank 1, outer edge; rank 189, centre
Source: Doing Business database

Economic competitiveness

This decline, although minor, marks a continuing trend, the report
notes, and an opposite one to that followed by New Zealand. The
report states: “Since reaching its best rank − 15th − in 2009, Australia
has been dropping continuously in the rankings. However, although
not outstanding, the country’s performance is remarkably consistent
across the board. It ranks no lower than 30th in 11 of the 12 pillars of
the GCI.”
The report also highlights Australia’s achievements in higher education
and training, and particularly in the financial market development pillar,
moving up one position to sixth place, commenting: “In particular, the
soundness of its banking sector is especially strong (third, behind
Canada and New Zealand).” It continues: “Australia’s macroeconomic
situation has deteriorated slightly (30th, down five places), owing
mainly to the small increase of the budget deficit. Australia’s public
debt-to-GDP ratio, though rising, is the fourth lowest among OECD
countries.”
16
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The 2014-2015 edition of the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Report, which evaluates macro- and micro-economic
productivity factors in its Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), ranks
Australia 22nd out of 144 countries monitored − a drop of one place on
the previous year.
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However, a black mark is earned for the 124th position obtained for
the extent of red tape, and the labour market continues to be the main
area of concern. The country is ranked 136th for the rigidity of its hiring
and firing practices and 132nd for the rigidity of its wage setting. As the
report concludes, “Indeed, as part of our Executive Opinion Survey,
Australian businesses, year after year, have named the restrictive
labour regulations the most problematic factor for doing business in
their country by a wide margin.”

Australia’s position in the Global Competitiveness Index, 2014-2015

GCI 2014–2015

Rank
(out of 144)

Score
(1–7)

22

5.1

GCI 2013–2014 (out of 148)

21

5.1

GCI 2012–2013 (out of 144)

20

5.1

GCI 2011–2012 (out of 142)

20

5.1

Basic requirements (20.0%)

17

5.7

Institutions

19

5.1

Infrastructure

20

5.6

Macroeconomic environment

30

5.6

Health and primary education

17

6.5

Efficiency enhancers (50.0%)

15

5.2

Stage of development
Transition
1–2

1
Factor
driven

Efficiency
driven

11

5.7

Goods market efficiency

29

4.8

Labour market efficiency

56

4.3

6

5.4

Technological readiness

19

5.6

Market size

18

5.1

Innovation and sophistication (30.0%)

26

4.6

Business sophistication

28

4.7

Innovation

25

4.4

Financial market development

3
Innovation
driven

Institutions
7

Innovation

6

Infrastructure

5

Business
sophistication

4
3
2

Higher education and training

Transition
2–3

2

1

Market size

Health and
primary
education
Higher education
and training

Technological
readiness
Financial market
development

Macroeconomic
environment

Goods market
efficiency
Labor market efficiency
Australia

Advanced economies
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Source: Global Competitiveness Report 2014-2015, World Economic Forum, Switzerland
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Leaders’ insights
Asset Finance International sought the opinions of industry leaders in
the Australian asset finance and leasing market, in order to provide
a view of the current state of the market, the opportunities and
challenges it faces in the near and medium term, and the direction of
market trends.
Current trends

George Lagos

The first topic concerned the performance of
the market over the previous 12 months, and
whether this had been better or worse than
expected. The general view was summed up
by George Lagos, senior general manager of
Canon Finance Australia and current chairman
of AELA, who said: “There has been a slight
improvement, basically in line with growth in
the economy.”

Others agreed, with John Dennis, managing
director of independent lease packaging group Australian Structured
Finance Group (ASF), stating: “As anticipated, the market has continued
to soften and contract as commercial and corporate borrowers
deleverage,” adding that, more specifically, “mining activity has
contracted sharply, following a significant fall in commodity prices.”
Contributing factors have been “weaker Chinese demand for
Australian product, combined with an Australian dollar holding value
(until very recently) against the USD.”

The fact that there are still good deals to be done, although they may
be less common than in previous years, was demonstrated by Craig
Gee, director of specialist equipment financer Marubeni Equipment
Finance (Oceania) (MEF), who commented: “For MEF, 2014/15 has been
a very busy period, with several large mining-related transactions
mandated during the period. However, capex in the mining sector
has started to decline, with major mining houses on an expenditure
reduction drive given the fall in commodity prices.”
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The strength of the local currency was
stressed by Chris Pearson, CEO Asia Pacific
of software solutions and consulting services
provider White Clarke Group, who observed:
“The relative strength of the [Australian] dollar
has been a prime influence on the domestic
manufacturing sector, which has continued to
contract. Big-ticket lending has been affected
and has contracted, although there should be
Chris Pearson
improvement as the dollar weakens.”
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Business confidence
So, is confidence holding up and, most importantly, are companies
investing (or considering investment) in replacing and renewing
equipment?
Hugh Lander, chief executive officer of BOQ
Finance, stated: “Business confidence is at
reasonable levels, although mixed across
sectors. There are signs of companies thinking
about increasing investment, notably outside
of the mining and manufacturing sectors.”
That confidence levels are mixed was
generally agreed, but opinion varied as
Hugh Lander
to specific sectors. Craig Gee noted:
“Confidence levels have a significant variance between sectors.
Confidence in civil construction & infrastructure is improving, but
confidence in the mining sector is reducing.”
However, John Dennis said: “Business confidence remains very fragile.
All asset categories appear to be contracting, including new vehicle
sales / finance, despite historically low interest rates and lending
margins.” To this he added: “The manufacturing sector continues to
retreat and investment in mining infrastructure and mobile plant is not
occurring, as up to one-third of the total machine population is idle or
underutilized at present.”
Regarding confidence by size of business, George Lagos observed:
“Larger businesses are still being cautious and continue to delay
decisions,” but added that “Business confidence amongst SMEs
appears quite strong.”
Sector prospects
Given that market conditions are benign at best, where are the best
opportunities for lessors in the near and medium terms?
In terms of market segments, George Lagos viewed the prospects for
SMEs as being slightly better than for larger corporates, for the reason
stated above that larger companies are delaying decisions.

Looking at sectors, there was certainly consensus that the mining
sector does not offer the best prospect in this period, summed up by
Lander: “The most promising sectors are ex-mining. The key question
is how strong those sectors may be over the next one to three years.”
There was general agreement that passenger cars and trucks should
both grow in the coming 12 months, although only by low single-digit
percentages.
Craig Gee proposed that “Car and plant & equipment leasing in nonmining sectors would offer the best medium-term prospects.”
However, George Lagos stated: “Yields are very low in passenger
vehicles,” but continued: “There is a big challenge and opportunity in
IT, cloud services etc.”
19
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Hugh Lander took a different line, saying: “The next 12 months are
likely to see modestly below-trend domestic demand and a lower
currency. This combination typically favours the performance of larger
companies.”
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This was expanded on by Colin Fleischmann,
director Asia Pacific of White Clarke Group,
who said: “IT is constantly evolving,
innovative leaps are being made in
processes, and companies are in danger of
losing out to more efficient competitors if
they fail to keep abreast of developments.
Technology should offer good prospects.”
This sector was also picked by John Dennis:
“Australia's cost base is too high to support a
large manufacturing export industry, so passenger vehicles and SME
small-ticket office / technology equipment should remain a steady
lending source for the banks.”
Colin Fleischmann

Hugh Lander predicted growth in IT of 5−10% over the next year, saying
that this would be “in line with the good performance of the finance
and business service sectors, although a smaller public sector will be
a negative.” He added: “Construction associated with the building
industry also has the potential to do well, although engineering
construction will be lower, in line with a likely fall in mining investment.”
Craig Gee also highlighted housing and civil construction, although
he saw one area for potentially more public sector spending,
forecasting “increased government expenditure (particularly in NSW)
on infrastructure.”
One other sector pinpointed for potential growth was healthcare,
owing to an aging population. However, no forecast for any sector was
for growth in greater than single digits.
John Dennis commented: “I'm not convinced any market sector offers
great future prospects, and the fact we have a relatively flat interest
rate yield curve and the lowest cash and lending rates in history tends
to support a relatively pessimistic outlook for growth.”
Commodities – and the demand from China

Craig Gee

These points were expanded on by Craig Gee,
who said: “China is still an important market.
Whilst the overall output of key commodities
from Australia will probably continue to grow,
the key problem is that growth in supply
exceeds the growth in demand, leading to
commodity price falls. This scenario will always
be followed by the closure of higher-cost
mines in order to bring the supply/demand
curve back to more of an equilibrium.”

The moderation of demand from China, coinciding with growth in supply
from mining operations that were heavily invested in at a time of rising
demand and prices, was noted by Hugh Lander, who stressed that the
20
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In any discussion on asset finance and leasing in Australia, the topic
of natural resources, commodities and the mining industry will not
be far away, even when its prospects seem to be waning. The fact
is, although the Chinese economy is slowing, it is still growing at a
higher rate than any other major economy, and it will need the natural
resources that Australia possesses. Behind China, there are other
Asian economies that will increasingly have similar requirements.
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high value of the Australian dollar had not helped. He went on: “The
recent decline in the currency, if maintained, is a plus for the sector. But
the increase in supply will continue to pressure prices. This will mean
that mining investment will most likely continue to decline sharply over
the next few years. The biggest potential upside for the mining sector
over the next decade is a return to strong growth from India.”
This last point was taken up by White Clarke Group’s Chris Pearson,
who commented: “Not only India, but other countries in South East
Asia are going to increase their demand for key resources as their
economies transform,” adding that “The Chinese economy is still an
emerging one and demand will continue, if not at the levels seen in
recent years. The focus now is moving toward ‘cleaner’ resources.”
John Dennis pointed to this being part of a cycle: “Mining exports
(iron ore, coal, gas) continue to grow and global energy consumption
is not falling − despite the ongoing global recession. This is the third
major mining cycle I've seen over the last 30 years and I have no
doubt mining and construction will continue to offer significant funding
opportunities in the future.”
He concluded: “Demand from the emerging economies of India and
China will fuel another local resources boom in due course.”
Opportunities for new lessors
Asset Finance International then asked whether there are openings
for new equipment finance companies in the Australian market, and
opportunities for foreign entrants, or whether the dominance of the
‘Big 4’ banks (Australia & New Zealand Bank (ANZ), Commonwealth
Bank, National Australia Bank (NAB) and Westpac) is a barrier and the
market is tending to consolidate.
The view of a non-Big 4 bank-owned lessor (Bank of Queensland being
considerably smaller than the major banks) was provided by BOQ
Finance’s Hugh Lander, who stated: “There are always opportunities
for non-majors. For the majors, leasing is a relatively small part of their
business. How successful non-majors are will depend upon a range of
factors, including the level of their customer service.”
This view was borne out by other observations, such as from George
Lagos of Canon Finance Australia: “There are new lessors and old
ones are coming back in. It has become very competitive.”

These points were elaborated on by ASF’s
John Dennis, who started by saying: “There
remains significant opportunity for new lessors
within the Australian market as the Australian
banks continue to run into exposure issues
because of their market dominance.”
He continued: “Over the past year we have
seen the sale of Lloyds-owned Capital Finance
to Westpac and Investec to BOQ Equipment
John Dennis
Finance − taking two of the remaining
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Two new arrivals were identified by Craig Gee of MEF: “Challenger
Limited and SMBC Leasing [part of Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation] are new participants in the Australian leasing market.”
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independent equipment financiers out of the market and aggregating
their existing customer exposures with those of their new owners.”
However, it is not all one-way traffic on the road to consolidation. The
market is big enough and has the profit-making potential to attract
overseas financial institutions, particularly those with Asia-Pacific bases.
Dennis stated: “We are seeing some international banks consider the
Australian market more actively, with SMBC, for example, seeking to
enter the local market here using the expertise of their UK leasing
team. Unfortunately, international bank appetite still appears to be
largely restricted to ‘investment grade’ credits or global relationship
customers, leaving a very significant part of the local market
completely underserviced.”
Dennis concluded: “In response, we have seen the emergence of local
financiers specifically targeting larger ticket, stand-alone equipment
finance opportunities where yields/ margins still provide sound
returns.”
One of these is the aforementioned Challenger, a local annuity fund
investor that had no previous direct exposure to equipment finance
and is now on target to reach A$500m of loans/receivables within its
first 12 months of active lending into this space, highlighting the fact
there remains strong demand for customers to fund major equipment
finance acquisitions outside of their primary banking relationships.
John Dennis summed up his view: “We believe opportunities remain
for foreign lenders − particularly if they target sub-investment grade/
unrated corporate borrowers and can partner with a deal origination
source (whether an intermediary or equipment vendor) to support early
growth.”
Captives versus independent lessors
Following on from opportunities for new entrants, interviewees were
asked if the market holds greater opportunities for captive lessors
rather than independent lessors, especially after the acquisitions of
Capital Finance and Investec.

John Dennis agreed that captives in the mining sector have been very
active because of capacity issues with the mainstream lenders and
a softening in credit appetite for this sector, but added: “Conversely,
in the SME commercial space, we have seen significant margin
contraction, with sub-5.00% interest rates regularly available on
motor vehicles and smaller ticket (sub-A$500k) equipment-based
transactions.”
His conclusion was that there are “significant opportunities for captives
to support customers where sector contraction, exposure issues and
increasing delinquency rates restrict general credit appetite or eliminate
price competition; however, independent lessors seeking to take on the
established major lenders on general equipment finance − particularly
22
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Craig Gee noted that independent financiers, as well as the major
banks, “are aggressively pursuing market share in the sub-A$1m
segment, but dramatically cutting interest rates.” From a captive’s
perspective, there are advantages to be taken from the banks’ shortterm outlook: “In the large-ticket mining space, MEF is seeing more
financing opportunities, due to bank credit departments’ increasingly
pessimistic view of the mining sector.”
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in the SME space − will be hard pressed to make inroads, as the majors
continue to price discount and fight over a contracting market.”
Industry relations with government
Asset Finance International asked the panel of experts for their views
of the relationship between the asset finance sector and the Australian
Government, and the effectiveness of the Australian leasing sector in
lobbying government, particularly after the introduction of personal
property securities (PPS) reforms.
There was unanimity in the view that the industry is well represented
by AELA, summed up by George Lagos: “AELA has an excellent
relationship and does a great job in lobbying government,” adding that
its lobbying power is not much in demand at present: “There is little
that needs actioning these days.”
Regarding PPS, the general view was that there were always likely to
be issues to be ironed out when introducing a fundamental change
to the process of registering security interests, although on this Lagos
registered some concern, stating: “PPS has been extremely confusing
for all areas/stakeholders and needs Government to clarify and
simplify. Many lessors (including Canon) are being caught with large
losses due to incomplete/inaccurate registrations.”
(PPS reform and related issues are analysed in depth in the ‘Legal
aspects of goods leasing in Australia’ section later in this survey.)
Accounting for leases
The final topic for discussion was the proposed changes set out
by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the US
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in the way leasing is to
be accounted internationally, and whether these are likely to improve
the situation and ease uncertainty in the sector.

As a lessor within those sectors, Craig Gee commented: “I expect
that some operating lease lessors will be materially and detrimentally
impacted. Some lessees (e.g. airlines) will be impacted to a greater
extent than others. Changes to the standards will also have material IT
system impacts.” And he added: “I doubt IASB has done a cost-benefit
analysis of this accounting change.”
From the perspective of a services provider, White Clarke Group’s Colin
Fleischmann said: “I don’t see the proposed changes to accounting
standards – if and when they are finally introduced − having any
material impact on the leasing sector in Australia in the near term.”
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The Boards have been working on these proposals for long enough
that there tends to be a universal shrug of resignation when the
subject is broached. John Dennis started with “This old chestnut...”
However, he continued, stating: “Certainly we have seen an upswing
in larger corporations seeking off balance sheet funding solutions on
major capex − particularly those who have seen a fall in profitability or
gearing issues arising. Unsurprisingly, we are seeing this most within
the resources and construction sectors where ROE/ ROA are important
industry performance indicators.”
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John Dennis’s final thoughts were that there are more important
issues at stake for the market: “Economic uncertainty and a general
deleveraging of corporate and commercial Australia have a much
greater influence on lease volumes than the ongoing conceptual
debate between FASB and IASB.”
The greatest uncertainty seems to be whether the proposed changes
will ever happen, as summed up by George Lagos, who said: “Are they
ever going to come in? I do not see them helping.”
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(This topic is examined in greater detail in the following section, ‘The
evolution of accounting for leases: where we are at now, and when
will there be certainty?’)
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The evolution of accounting for leases: where we are at
now, and when will there be certainty?
Katherine Knowlton of KPMG Australia looks at the leases project

Katherine Knowlton

For many years now the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) and the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB;
together, ‘the Boards’) have been proposing to bring all leases on
balance sheet, remove structuring opportunities due to bright lines
(e.g. criteria to determine operating vs finance lease), and overall
provide more faithful representation of leasing transactions in the
financial statements of lessors and lessees.
The question is: have the Boards achieved this objective?
The answer to this, at least partially, is pointing towards ‘yes’. While
a final standard is not expected until 2015, after years of debate and
discussion around the leases project, the Boards have come full circle
with regards to lessor accounting, and reached a temporary conclusion
to leave it largely unchanged, as the costs associated with changes
would outweigh the benefits.
For lessees, while changes are expected, after years of working
together, the Boards are not in agreement as to the direction of the
standard and have tentatively proposed to adopt different approaches.
Both approaches would result in leases being on balance sheet for
lessees, with the main difference being the timing of the P&L impact.
As detailed in the timeline below, significant changes to the leases
project are still being made, and as a result it is hard to predict what
the final standard will look like. However, the one thing that remains
consistent is that for lessees, all leases (with only minor exceptions) will
be coming on balance sheet in order to reflect the financing nature of
these arrangements.

• All leases recognised on
balance sheet with ROU
asset and lease liability
recorded
• Lease expense front
loaded to start of lease
• Contingent rentals
included on probability
weighted outcome
basis
• Two lessor models
considered

August 2010: Exposure
Draft 1 Key Changes
to DP

May 2013: Exposure
Draft 2 Key Changes to
1st ED

• Clarification of definition
of lease
• Clarification on lessee
model
• Two very different
models for lessor
whether risks and
rewards are transferred

• Two models, Type A and
Type B, which create
different P&L expense
profiles for lessee
• New models for lessees
• Only include lease
payments that are
based on an index and
purchase options when
significant economic
incentive to exercise

First half of 2014:
Ongoing deliberations and
tentative conclusions
• Lessor accounting will
remain unchanged
• For lessees, FASB and
IASB have tentatively
concluded to adopt
different models
• FASB will continue to
have two models with
different P&L impacts
• IASB will have one
lessee model with a P&L
impact similar to the DP
(front loaded expense)

2015: Final Standard
expected to be issued
by IASB
• Will there be further
compromises, such
as further scope
exemptions?
• Will lessor accounting
really remain
unchanged?
• Will the Boards adopt
separate lessor models
or manage to reach
an agreement on one
aligned model?

So we can likely expect lessees to be bringing all leases on balance
sheet under the new standard, but what else can we expect and when
can we expect it?
The Boards have indicated that they will continue to consider
opportunities to reduce the cost and complexity of the lease accounting
requirements as they work to finalize the standard, which is expected
to be issued in 2015. In particular, the Boards have continue to suggest
there will be a scope limitation for leases with terms of 12 months or less
and for leases of small-ticket items (e.g. computers, office furniture).
The Boards will also continue to refine the definition of a lease, which
is expected to align to the recent control-based models used in
other standards (e.g. the new Revenue standard) and will result in a
contract or agreement being in the scope of the leasing standard if the
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March 2009: Discussion
Paper Key Proposals
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customer controls the use of an identified asset. This definition will be
critical, as a change in scope of the standard may impact lessors even
if lessor accounting does not change.
Given that adopters of a new Leases standard will need a significant
amount of time to assess the impacts and implement the changes, it is
likely the application of any new standard issued in 2015 would not be
before 2018/19.
Snapshot of current proposals
Scope of the proposals

----

The new standard will apply to all arrangements that provide a customer control of the use of an identified asset.
Arrangements that provide the supplier with control of the use of the asset will be outside the scope.
Exemptions include the service component of a contract, short-term leases (term of 12 months or less) and leases of small
assets (e.g. laptops and office furniture).

Lessor accounting

---

Lessor accounting will in essence remain unchanged from the existing Lease standards.
However, lessors could be impacted by the certain changes as follows:

----

Changes in the scope as outlined above;

--

Requirement to include variable payments based on index (may increase lease receivable for finance leases).

Different definition of lease term (likely lead to longer term and therefore may increase lease receivable for finance leases);
Only include present value of payments expected to be paid under residual value guarantees (not full amount of
guaranteed residual, which may reduce the lease receivable for finance leases);

Type A leases
-- Will include most leases that currently meet the definition
of finance/capital leases under current accounting
standards (i.e. transfer of risks and rewards associated
with ownership of the assets are transferred to lessee).

Type B leases
-- Will include most leases that are currently classified as
operating leases (i.e. those leases not classified as Type
A).

FASB Lessee accounting (US GAAP)

IASB Lessee accounting (IFRS)

Balance sheet
Balance sheet
-- Record a right of use (ROU asset) equal to the liability
-- Initial treatment will be same as US GAAP, however
plus initial direct costs.
carrying values will be subsequently different for type B
leases due to amortization and interest rate profile.
-- Lease liability measured at the present value of lease
payments, which will include assumptions for lease
Statement of profit and loss
term, expected payments of residual value guarantees,
-- For all leases, the lessee will amortize the ROU asset
variable payments based on an index, and purchase
to the P&L on a straight line or other systematic basis
option payments when there is a significant economic
reflecting pattern of asset use, over the shorter of lease
incentive to exercise.
term and useful life. Record interest expense on the
Statement of profit and loss
liability that will be front-loaded to the start of the lease
-- For Type A leases, the lessee will amortize the ROU asset
(like a finance lease under the current standard).
to the P&L on a straight line or other systematic basis
reflecting pattern of asset use, over the shorter of lease
term and useful life. Record interest expense on the
liability that will be front-loaded to the start of the lease
(like a finance lease under the current standard).
-- For Type B leases, this means the introduction of a new
model which will allow a total lease expense in the P&L to
be recorded on a straight-line basis. Interest expense will
be calculated as for Type A and amortization expense will
be a ‘plug’ figure to ensure total cost of the lease is equal
across the periods of the lease.

What will be the key implications and key considerations of the new
Leases standard?

•

Identification of leases and extraction of lease data − typically
information for operating leases is currently not collected.
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•

Key financial metrics affected with front-loading of interest expense
(except Type B leases under US GAAP) and new assets, liabilities
on balance sheet.

•

New judgements and estimates will be need to be determined
– time-consuming to consider by management and likely to be
senior management judgments required given the impact on
balance sheet volatility.

•

Balance sheet volatility with re-estimates of term, purchase options,
variable lease payments and payments under residual value
guarantees.

•

Contract terms and business practices may be affected, lessees
may rather buy than lease.

•
•

New/updated systems and processes needed.
Given the complexities and cost burden of applying the proposals,
there will be increased focus on structuring lease transactions
to be service or executory contracts that achieve off-balance
sheet accounting. There will also be focus on the lessor to clearly
delineate between the service and the lease elements of the
contract as the penalty for not being able to reliably split the
payments is that all payments are recognized as lease payments
on balance sheet.

What should lessors being doing today to prepare for the changes?

•

Do you understand the impact to your balance sheet and income
statement and associated ratios as a result of the change in
definition of lease term, inclusion of variable lease payments based
on an index, and requirement to re-assess lease payments each
period?

•

Have you assessed the impact of the new standard on the
products sold to your clients and considered how contracts could
be restructured to reduce the impact for lessees? Would this
change lessor risk profile?

•

Is your sales team educated on the new proposals and can
competently answer client questions?

•

Are there any new product offerings created as a result of the new
proposals?

Katherine Knowlton, Associate Director
CFO Advisory at KPMG Australia
T: + 61 2 9335 8680
E: kknowlton1@kpmg.com.au
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While the current tentative decisions reached by the Boards indicate
that lessor accounting will in essence be unchanged (and therefore
will focus on whether a lease is effectively a financing or a sale, rather
than an operating lease), this decision cannot be certain until a final
standard is released. In the meantime, lessors should remain mindful of
the following considerations:
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Legal aspects of goods leasing in Australia
Nino Di Bartolomeo of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia examines the
impact of recent legislation on leasing

If a lease is characterised as a security interest under the PPSA, among
other things:

•

Ownership of the leased goods is not sufficient to protect the
lessor’s interest in those goods;

•

The security interest needs to be perfected (generally by
registration);

•

A lessee can grant a security interest in leased goods to parties
other than the lessor;

•

In the absence of a valid registration undertaken within applicable
time limits, the leased goods may be made available to satisfy
obligations owed by the lessee to other creditors;

•

The lessor’s interest in the leased goods may be lost in its entirety
on insolvency of the lessee if the lessor has failed to perfect its
interest;

•

A purchaser of leased goods may take those goods free of the
lessor’s interest, including where the lessor has not perfected its
interest.

A lessor’s interest in leased goods will be characterized as a security
interest if it, in substance, secures payment or performance of an
obligation or if it falls within the definition of a ‘PPS lease’.
PPS leases
A PPS lease is a lease of goods by a lessor that is regularly engaged
in the business of leasing goods (regardless of whether it secures
payment or performance of an obligation) where the lease is:

•
•
•
•

For a term of more than one year;
For an indefinite term;
For a term of up to one year but is automatically renewable; or
For a term of less than one year but the lessee retains
uninterrupted possession of the leased goods for more than one
year with the consent of the lessor (in which case it becomes a
PPS lease after the term exceeds one year).

If the leased goods have a ‘serial number’ for the purposes of the
PPSA, the one-year period referred to above is 90 days instead.
Serial numbered goods include motor vehicles, watercraft and aircraft.
Legislation has been proposed to remove this distinction so that
the same test will apply regardless of the nature of the goods. The
amending legislation has not yet been passed and will only apply to
leases entered into after commencement of the amendment.
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The regime established by the Personal Property Securities Act 2009
(Cth) (PPSA) commenced on 30 January 2012 and brought about
fundamental changes in the law relating to security over personal
property in Australia. The PPSA has significant implications for lessors
of goods.
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Sub-leases
A sub-lease may itself be a security interest in the leased goods. If the
lessee/sub-lessor does not register its security interest in the goods
against the sub-lessee, the lessor, as well as the lessee/sub-lessor,
may find itself in a priority dispute with the sub-lessee’s creditors. If
a lease permits sub-leasing, the lessor should require the lessee to
register its security interest in any sublease on the PPS Register and it
should monitor compliance by lessees with registration requirements
for sub-leased goods.
This is an area of considerable uncertainty. A number of submissions
requesting rectification of this uncertainty have been made as part of
the three-year review of the PPSA (discussed below).
Cape Town Convention
Australia has passed legislation to adopt the Cape Town Convention
(Convention), which provides, among other things, an international
standard for protection of security interests in certain types of aircraft.
There are a number of steps which the Australian Government needs
to take in order to put the Convention into effect, which are expected to
be completed in late 2014. Following completion of those steps, there
is a three-month waiting period before the Convention will take effect.
Once the Convention applies in Australia, it will prevail over the PPSA
to the extent of any inconsistency. However, leases of aircraft covered
by the Convention may need to be registered under both the PPSA
and the Convention due to inconsistencies. The PPSA will still apply to
leases of aircraft covered by the Convention entered into before the
Convention becomes effective in Australia.
PPSA review
The PPSA is currently the subject of a statutory review by the Australian
Government. Following receipt of public submissions, an interim report
and a set of consultation papers have been released addressing the
issues raised in the submissions. Public comment is being sought on
the consultation papers and a final report is expected to be prepared
by 30 January 2015. The review is expected to result in a number of
changes to the PPSA, including aspects affecting lessors.
Nino Di Bartolomeo is a banking and finance lawyer based in Sydney.
He is national head of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia's corporate and
institutional finance practice.

www.nortonrosefulbright.com
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The tax treatment of equipment and auto leasing in
Australia
Joel Phillips of KPMG Australia provides a brief overview of the
Australian tax considerations typically raised by equipment and auto
leases
The Australian tax framework for leasing is largely settled, and has
seen little change since 2007, when rules were introduced to negate
the tax-timing benefits of leases to tax-exempt bodies or non-residents.
Income tax
For income tax purposes, a distinction is drawn between 'genuine'
leases and hire purchase arrangements.
These categories raise similar conceptual issues to the accounting
classification of a lease: they address whether, in substance, the lease
arrangement provides secured finance to the lessee.
Chattel leases generally qualify as ‘genuine’ leases if the lessee has no
right or obligation to purchase the leased asset, and the residual value
complies with guidelines laid down by the Australian Commissioner
of Taxation in 1960. This is intended to ensure that the lease is not, in
substance, an instalment sale.
By contrast, lease agreements under which the lessee has a right or
obligation to buy the leased asset (and instalment sale agreements)
are likely to constitute hire purchase arrangements.
The tax classification of a lease is relevant to the Australian income
tax treatment of the lessee and lessor, as regards both the timing of
assessment and deduction, and also the applicability of withholding tax
(should the lessor be a non-resident).
Under a genuine lease, the lessee is normally entitled to deduct the
lease payments it makes to the lessor, and the lessor is assessed on
these. The lessor may also claim ‘capital allowances’ (tax depreciation)
in respect of the leased asset.
The availability of capital allowances means a genuine lease usually
produces a tax loss for the lessor in the early years of the lease.
Hire purchase arrangements are instead treated as if the lessor had
made a loan to the lessee, and the lessee had then purchased the
leased asset from the lessor. Similar rules apply to leases made to
tax-exempt entities (such as state bodies) or non-residents where the
lessor lacks a predominant economic interest in the leased asset.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
The distinction between leases and hire purchase arrangements is
also relevant for GST purposes. In general, GST is payable separately
on each lease payment, but for hire purchase arrangements GST is
levied upfront on all the payments due over the life of the lease. The
lessor is required to pay the GST over to the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO), and may also be eligible to claim a refund of any GST it incurred
on the purchase of the leased asset.
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Novated leases
A peculiarity of the Australian leasing market is the use of novated
leases.
Under a novated lease arrangement, an employee enters into a lease
with a finance company. The employer then assumes the employee’s
obligation to make the lease payments, and in exchange the employee
sacrifices part of their salary.
Novated lease arrangements enable employers to provide car fringe
benefits to employees without the risk of acquiring an unwanted
car on termination of employment, and without having to recognize
cars on their balance sheets. The arrangements also benefit from
concessional tax rates. In essence, the sacrificed amounts are taxed
more favourably than they would have been if received as salary (the
employer may also recover the GST charged on the lease payments).
Changes to the concessions were announced in the run-up to the 2013
Australian federal election but were subsequently reversed following a
change of government.
Cross-border leasing
Foreign lessors leasing into Australia must consider whether the
lease payments they receive will be taxed at source (i.e. subjected
to withholding tax) or on an assessment basis, or whether one of
Australia’s ‘good’ treaties (such as those with Japan, the UK and the
US) can be accessed to provide a full exemption from Australian
withholding tax and income tax.
Common GST considerations include whether the lease payments
will be subject to GST (this depends in part on where the leased asset
is located when it is delivered to the lessee), and how the cash flow
impact of any GST liability can best be mitigated (e.g. by making use of
a reverse-charge agreement, or by staggering payment dates).
Stamp duties
Australia has a relatively complex stamp duties regime. Duty is
imposed by the various Australian states and territories (rather than
the federal government), meaning the stamp duties of several different
jurisdictions may be relevant.

Other issues
As will be evident from the discussion above, leasing raises many tax
issues, whether it takes place wholly within Australia or cross-border.
Lessors and lessees should seek tax advice before they agree to the
terms of a lease or (particularly in the case of cross-border leases) the
allocation of tax risk.
Whilst the Australian tax treatment of leases is largely settled, some
matters remain unresolved. These include the application of the
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Chattel leases normally raise two key questions. First, will transfer duty
be payable on the acquisition of the leased assets? And second, will
mortgage duty be payable (if external borrowings are secured on the
leased assets)?
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Commissioner’s prescribed minimum residual values, and the GST
consequences of an assignment of lease receivables.
Other changes to the Australian tax system may also affect the relative
attractiveness of leasing. For example, changes to Australia’s thin
capitalization rules (reducing the levels of debt on which taxpayers
can claim interest deductions) may encourage affected taxpayers to
increase the proportion of genuine leases in their funding mix.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not
intended to address the specific circumstances of any particular
individual or entity.
Joel Phillips, Director
Financial Services Tax at KPMG Australia
T: +61 2 9335 8681
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